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About FUNKYHEAT

“THE BEST KIND OF HEATING AT THE BEST PRICE”
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Welcome to Funkyheat…

… the award winning home of stylish, efficient and cost effective infrared 
heating for your home or your business. We manufacture in Italy and our 
infrared heaters have been born from a desire to combine exceptional 
aesthetics and design with an economical way to heat space. Our infrared 
heaters were conceived and created from a significant experience in both 
heating and interior design and combine the best existing technologies with 
modern design trends.

Nestled in the north 
of the Peak District 
between Manchester 
and Huddersfield our 
offices incorporate a 
showroom where 
you can see and 
touch the quality 
and experience the 
efficiency and 
gentle warming of 
infrared heating. 

Our heaters are award winning and recognised by interior 
design and heating professionals. Our design and 
manufacturing approach has been recognised by the 
designer kitchen and bathroom industry and we're proud 
to have won the GOLD award from Designer Kitchen and 
Bathrooms for Innovation in Sustainability. The Designer 
Kitchen & Bathroom Awards is an established and high 
profile event with an experienced judging panel. They 
acknowledge the best in design and manufacturing.



About FUNKYHEAT

Full product information, specifications, installation information and product videos are available at www.funkyheat.co.uk

Our touchscreen infrared heaters are 
manufactured by hand with the highest 
quality components. We do not mass 
produce and whilst we appreciate this 
means you need to wait a little bit longer 
to get your hands on one of our premium 
heaters, we know that it’s worth the wait. 

We believe in transparency and a simplicity of pricing – all of the prices on 
our website include VAT and delivery within mainland UK, these are not 
hidden extras. 

Finally, if you have any questions you’re unable to find answers to, or you’d just 
like to speak to us please visit our contact page, there’s various ways to get in 
touch. 
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HANDMADE IN ITALY FROM THE FINEST QUALITY VENETIAN GLASS



What Is Infrared Heating?
HOW DOES INFRARED HEATING SAVE MONEY WHEN 
COMPARED TO CONVECTION HEATING?

Are you just going to take our word for it? We hope not! There have been a 
number of independent studies (so you don’t need to take our word for it) looking 
at the various elements contributing to efficient heating and specifically the 
efficacy of infrared heating.The headline findings of those studies are: 

1/3 more energy is required to heat a room using convection heat

Convection heating is subject to higher heat loss caused by draughts than infrared 
heating

Infrared heaters can provide the same comfort levels at lower temperatures than 
convection heat

Convection heat is a far less efficient source of heat transfer than infrared heating

When compared to infrared heating, it takes 6% more energy to raise the 
temperature by 1C

There are other savings too…Infrared heaters have no additional medium – 
traditional water based radiator systems use a boiler powered by gas, oil, pellet 
etc. to heat water, this is then pumped around pipes and through radiators before 
heating the air via a convection action. Inefficiency in traditional systems such as 
these occurs in 3 places:

The efficiency of the boiler. Boiler efficiency degrades very quickly from new and 
it is not uncommon for boilers to be less than 80% efficient during their working 
life

Heat loss occurs through the pipes that the water is pumped around, meaning 
that the boiler must work harder to make up for these heat losses

The inefficient action of convection heating (as described above)
Infrared heaters convert all their energy into heat. Only the top A-Rated 
condensing boilers can claim initial levels of efficiency approaching 97%, but in 
order to permit the temperature drop required to allow a condensing boiler to 
work, you often have to fit larger radiator panels, which can end-up being a 
considerable expense.
With Infrared there are no maintenance costs and you should never have to replace  
a reliable make. Traditional boilers generally need to be replaced every 10 – 15 years 
(if not sooner).

Sources:
Zmeureanu, R., Fazio, P.P., and Haghighat, F. 1988. Thermal Performance of Radiant Heating Panels. T ASHRAE 94(2): 13-27
DeWerth, D.W. and Loria, R.L. 1989. In-space heater energy use for supplemental and whole house heating. T ASHRAE 95 (1) : 239-250
Hart, G.H. 1981. Heating the perimeter zone of an office building. T ASHRAE 87(2): 529-537
Howell, R.H. and Suryanarayana, S. 1990. Sizing of radiant heating systems: Part I-Ceiling Panels. T ASHRAE 96(1): 652-665
Kalisperis, L.N., Steinman, M., Summers, L.H., and Olesen, B. 1990. Automated design of radiant heating systems based on MRT. T ASHRAE 96(1): 1288-1295
Ling, M.D.F. and Deffenbaugh, J.M. 1990. Design strategies for low temperature radiant heating systems based on thermal comfort criteria. T ASHRAE 96(1): 1296-1305
Dudkiewicz, E. and Jezowiecki, J. 2009. Measured radiant thermal fields in industrial spaces served by high intensity IR. Energy and Buildings 41 (2009): 27-35
Ardehali, MM, Panah, NG, and Smith, TF. 2004. Proof of concept modeling of energy transfer mechanisms for radiant conditioning panels. Energy Conversion and 
Management 45 (2004) : 2005-2017
Roth, K., Dieckmann, J., and Brodrick, J. 2007. Infrared radiant heaters. ASHRAE Journal 49 (6): 72-73
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WHAT OTHER BENEFITS ARE THERE WITH FUNKYHEAT?

Eco – Almost zero energy wastage and emission-free, a great partner for solar

Designer – Design your own heater with your favourite picture

Mirror – Mist-free mirror heaters for the bathroom

Easy installation – No expensive plumber bills or unsightly pipes

Wall mounted – Or ceiling mounted if you need space

Instant heat – Infrared heating acts very quickly

Zero maintenance – Minimal parts.

5 year warranty and CE certified

Healthy – Better for allergy sufferers, noise and odour free

Flexible – Solo use for difficult to heat rooms or as a whole heating system

Smart – Variable thermostats and possibility to zone only small areas
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Easy to install, slimline design and supplied ready for either horizontal or 
vertical mounting, our stylish touch screen controlled infrared heaters are 
available in a range of colours, shapes and sizes. We also offer a tailor-made 
service where you can personalise the radiator with your own image or logo, 
you can even specify your own shape, size and colour.

All models:

Are suitable for wet rooms (the mirror heater will give you a mist free 
bathroom mirror!)

Have a beautiful frameless design

Are pre-programmed for simple, out of the box operation

Incorporate built in sensors to ensure an even heat output



Styles Available:

Portofino Capri Venice Roma

INFRARED HEATER OPTIONS AVAILABLE

700W (Any model & stock finish - black, white, mirror, red or blue)

1000W (Any model & stock finish - black, white, mirror, red or blue)

1500W (Any model & stock finish - black, white, mirror, red or blue)

Any RAL (please note: the colour displayed on RAL colour charts will depend on 
your browser, printer and monitor and the final finish of the surface and, therefore, 
may not be exactly as shown on your RAL chart)

Bespoke image (miniumum 150 dpi required)

Towel Rail

2004/108/EC on electromagnetic compatibility

2006/95/EC on low voltage

2002/95/EC on the restrictions of the use of certain hazardous substances

CE Certified

EN / IEC 60335-1 Safety of Electrical Appliances

QUALITY & MANUFACTURING

We manufacture our glass infrared heaters with isolation class 2 and IP35 
construction which makes them water-resistant so they are perfect for wet 
rooms and bathrooms – and the triple safety element means that there’s no 
chance of overheating. Each heater has a 5 year warranty and is manufactured 
to the following standards in the EU:
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Designer Touchscreen Infrared
Heaters

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

A STUNNING ADDITION TO ANY ROOM
We manufacture our infrared heaters to include an innovative touch screen – in 
addition to the wireless controller this provides the user with the choice to 
operate the heater using clear, illuminated, pre-programmed settings, all 
designed for simplicity and ease of use. Simple touch operation allows the 
flexibility to quickly control your temperatures, whilst the in-built sensors 
included in the infrared heater control the output intelligently maintaining an 
even room temperature efficiently.

Wireless remote control is included for easy 7 day timer programming. All our 
electric radiators have an antifreeze setting that protects the room from falling 
below 5-7°C, we've even included boost drying function which switches the unit 
on for a set time of 2 hours - perfect for your bathroom!

Easy to install, slimline design and supplied ready for either horizontal or 
vertical mounting, our stylish touch screen controlled infrared heaters are 
available in a range of colours, shapes and sizes. We also offer a tailor-made 
service where you can personalise the radiator with your own image or logo.

Beautiful, easy clean, frameless design infrared heater

Manufactured in finest quality Venetian glass

Wide range of colours, shapes and sizes available as standard

Bespoke design and colour finishes to suit your taste

Easy to install, efficient to run and 100% recyclable

Horizontal or vertical mounting

Delivers fast comfortable radiant heat

Sensor controlled for perfectly distributed warmth

Low energy consumption

High output (up to 90C).

Built in antifreeze function

Shatterproof – 10mm laminated toughened safety glass (UN12600-IBI)

5 Year Warranty (2 on electrical components)
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WHAT SIZE OF INFRARED HEATER DO YOU NEED?

You need to work out the volume of the 
space you want to heat (width x length x 
height). Multiply this figure by the 
relevant number on the image opposite 
and that will give you the wattage 
required per m3. 

Never choose an infrared heater with a 
lower wattage output than this figure, 
always select the next one up. If your 
house is less energy efficient, you need to allow more watts per m3.

SIZES AVAILABLE & TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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OPTIONS

Any stock, shape or finish
700W  = £505 (inclusive of VAT)
1000W    = £550 (inclusive of VAT)
1500W = £615 (inclusive of VAT)

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Any RAL colour - plus 20% 

Bespoke Image - plus £200

Towel Rail - plus £75

ROMA VENICE CAPRIPORTAFINO



TYPE OF ROOM VOLUME (m3)
WATTS 

required for 
infrared 
heating

Potential 
Annual Cost 
of Heating 

with infrared 
(£0.13 per 

kWh)

WATTS 
required for 
traditional 

heating

Potential Annual 
Cost of Heating 
with Radiators 

using Natural Gas 
(Assumes 85% 
efficient boiler) 

(£0.042 per kWh)

Potential Annual 
Cost of Heating 
with Oil Filled 

Electric Radiator 
(£0.13 per kWh)

Living & Dining 50 1250 106,60£         2250 106,94£                 287,82£                 
Living & Dining 35 875 74,62£           1575 74,86£                   201,47£                 
Bedroom 35 875 74,62£           1575 74,86£                   201,47£                 
Bedroom 25 625 53,30£           1125 53,47£                   143,91£                 
Bedroom 25 625 53,30£           1125 53,47£                   143,91£                 
Kitchen 20 500 42,64£           900 42,77£                   115,13£                 
Hallway & WCs 15 375 31,98£           675 32,08£                   86,35£                   

Bathroom 12 288 24,52£        518 24,60£               66,20£              
-£               35,00£                   -£                       

-£               150,00£                 -£                       

-£               180,00£                 -£                       
75,00£           87,75£                   75,00£                   

TOTAL 217 5 413 536,58£      9743 915,78£             1 321,26£         

-£            4330 379,21£             784,68£            INFRARED HEATING SAVES £ PER YEAR

Boiler and central heating maintenance plan at today's prices

Cost of supply and installation of replacement boiler based on 3 bed semi 
detatched house (averaged over 20 years replaced twice at today's prices)

Cost of distributed heat losses based on 3 bed semi detatched house

EXAMPLE COST OF HEATING CALCULATOR

Annual Standing Charge

*Based on 82 days heating per year
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Hot Top infrared heaters

If you're looking for a way to efficiently heat your patio or outdoor space then 
we've got just the solution for you. Italian design and innovation combine to 
provide efficient infrared heating suitable for indoor or outdoor use. 
HotTop is a far infrared heater with modern lines, Italian design and EU build 
quality perfect for an environment characterized by elegance and innovation. 
We have four different versions available for any outdoor or indoor solution 
and a set of accessories for any type of installation. Available in either Ebony or 
Silver, the anodized aluminium body guarantees efficient infrared heating 
whilst the external finish provides a unique identity and elegance. 
Italian designed and manufactured, the HotTop range of electric infrared 
heaters give you the performance and build quality that you'd expect and will 
heat outdoor spaces, conservatories and bathrooms efficiently using far 
infrared heating technology. These electric wall mounted heaters are designed 
so that no visible light is produced.
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Simple, elegant clean line Italian design

No visible light output

Infrared heaters can provide the same comfort levels at lower temperatures than 
convection heat

Perfect heating for indoor and wind-protected outdoor spaces in a domestic or a 
commercial environment (e.g. al fresco dining areas)

HotTop infrared heaters provide:



Hot Top infrared heaters

Conservatory Heating
A cold conservatory is an un-used conservatory and really defeats the purpose 
of having a conservatory in the first place. Our HotTop infrared heaters are 
perfect for heating conservatories. With the Italian design and elegance, a 
comfortable warmth is created exactly where you need it, quickly and 
efficiently with our electric wall mounted heaters.

Heating Wind Sheltered Patios
Why cut short an enjoyable evening because the temperature got too cold? 
Why huddle around a gas heater that is trying to heat the night sky?
Our HotTop infrared heaters mean that you can enjoy your outdoor spaces in 
comfort for longer. Unfortunately UK temperatures are such that we do need 
heat outside if we're to be able to make the most of the spring and summer 
evenings. Our patio heaters fill your space with comfortable heat which works 
directly to heat you, not the sky, meaning that you can continue to enjoy that al 
fresco evening with friends or loved ones.

Where can these infrared heaters be installed?
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Hot Top infrared heaters

Heating Bathroom and Spas or Around Swimming Pools
When we think of being comfortable we think of being pleasantly warm and 
relaxed. It's difficult to relax in a cold space and who wants to linger in a cold 
bathroom?
Our bathroom and patio heaters create a comfortable warmth inviting you to 
relax, just lean back and enjoy the ambience. No red light to distract you, just 
comfortable and relaxing far infrared heat. 

Indoor Spaces
The heaters are perfect for use indoors, whether that be a living room, a 
bedroom or an office space. The elegant lines and manufacture of the HotTop 
infrared heaters will add to your interior design whilst at the same time 
keeping you comfortably warm. 
When calculating the size of HotTop infrared heater required for well insulated 
indoor spaces please use our on site calculator rather than the graphic below 
(which is for wind sheltered outdoor spaces and poorly insulated, large indoor 
spaces). 
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Heating Wind Protected Alfresco Dining Areas Restaurants & Cafes
Guests want to enjoy a comfortable outdoor ambience, to relax, kick back and 
enjoy their downtime.
Making your guests comfortable in an outdoor space will increase the amount 
of time they want to spend there, to enjoy their meal and fine wines. Our 
HotTop infrared heaters provide these comfort levels and will extend the hours 
that guests want to use the outdoor spaces, additionally the summer season 
can be extended into spring and autumn.
With no visible light (unlike other patio heaters) our infrared heaters will not 
interfere with your guest’s enjoyment of your facilities. 
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TECHNICAL FEATURE

Size (cm)
Weight
Power Supply
Power
Cable
IP rate
Insulation class
Radiating element

Bodywork

9815 9815S 9818 9818S 9824 9824S 9832 9832S

110X20,1X5,8 cm

5,70 Kg

220-240V ~ 50-60Hz

1500W

Silicone

IP55

I

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

125X20,1X5,8 cm

6,4 Kg

220-240V ~ 50-60Hz

1800W

Silicone

IP55

I

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

155X20,1X5,8 cm

7,8 Kg

220-240V ~ 50-60Hz

2400W

Silicone

IP55

I

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

195X20,1X5,8 cm

9,8 Kg

220-240V ~ 50-60Hz

3200W

Silicone

IP55

I

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium
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ART.9815SD
ART.9818SD
ART.9824SD
ART.9832SD

ART.9815D
ART.9818D
ART.9824D
ART.9832D

HOT-TOP
DIMMER

NOVITA’ 2016

AVAILABLE IN
EBONY OR SILVER COATINGS

HOT - TOP DIMMER
Hot Top dimmer comes in Ebony or silver colors. 
All made in aluminium 6060 with anodized radiant surface. 
Its smart technology maximises its warming power. 
Set with a weather resistant anodized chassis.

TECHNICAL FEATURE

Size (cm)
Weight
Power Supply
Power
Cable
IP rate
Insulation class

Radiating element

Bodywork

9815 9815S 9818 9818S 9824 9824S 9832 9832S

126X20,1X5,8 cm

6,75 Kg

220-240V ~ 50-60Hz

1500W

1/3 - 2/3 - full power

Silicone

IP55

I

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

141X20,1X5,8 cm

7,40 Kg

220-240V ~ 50-60Hz

1800W

1/3 - 2/3 - full power

Silicone

IP55

I

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

171X20,1X5,8 cm

8,8 Kg

220-240V ~ 50-60Hz

2400W

1/3 - 2/3 - full power

Silicone

IP55

I

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

211X20,1X5,8 cm

10,8 Kg

220-240V ~ 50-60Hz

3200W

1/3 - 2/3 - full power

Silicone

IP55

I

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

Anodized and extruded
6060 aluminium

SUPPLIED WITH
WALL BRACKET

SUPPLIED WITH REMOTE CONTROL
SETTABLE WITH 3 POWER RATES
WITH LED INDICATOR
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HOT-TOP

ART.9815SD
ART.9818SD
ART.9824SD
ART.9832SD

ART.7706
EXTENSION 

POLE

ART.7705
END TO END

ART.7704
TWIN

ART.9815D
ART.9818D
ART.9824D
ART.9832D

NEW 2016

ACCESSORIES
FITTING ALL HOT-TOP
AND BLACK LIGHT SERIE

SUPPLIED WITH
WALL BRACKET

HOT - TOP
HOT TOP is an IR-C (long wave) infrared heater that heats up the room creating a 
comfortable and embracing atmosphere. Modern lines and Italian design are 
perfect for environments characterized by elegance and innovation. 4 versions 
for any indoor and outdoor solution. A set of accessories for any type of 
installation. The anodized aluminum body guarantees an efficient radiation, the 
external finishing gives the product a unique identity and elegance

AVAILABLE IN
EBONY OR SILVER COATINGS



Full product information, specifications, installation information and product videos are available at www.funkyheat.co.uk
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Pricing for HotTop
1500W = £475
1800W = £500
2400W = £525
3200W = £550

HOT-TOP



Touchscreen

Hot Top 
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Venice



Portofino Mirror
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Capri
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Roma
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Hot Top
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THE CARLILE INSTITUTE,
54 HUDDERSFIELD ROAD,

MELTHAM, HD9 4AE
01484 30 32 84

INFO@FUNKYHEAT.CO.UK


